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Welcome to the NDHS monthly bulletin which will keep you
posted on what’s happening during the month.
Due to a technical problem encountered in the September Bulletin, John and
Alexander Staats’s article on George Johnston - Hero or Villain? was missing Part 3
so here is the complete story.
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George Johnston - Hero or Villain?
George Johnston (1764-1823) is defined by The
Australian Dictionary of Biography as a ‘soldier and
farmer’. Yet this entry understates the significance of a
man who, on more than one occasion, held the fate
of the colony of NSW in his hands. As the victor of and
‘saviour’ of Sydney at the Battle of Castle Hill (1804)
and, four years later, the rebel leader who deposed
Governor Bligh in the ‘Rum Rebellion’, George
Johnston was a significant, if not controversial, figure
in the history of early colonial NSW.

Young George followed his father's footsteps into the
military and secured a commission as ensign and
joined his father to fight the rebels in the American
War of Independence. At the tender age of just 12
years, George fought in the bloodbath that was the
Battle of Bunker Hill (1775) and distinguished himself
in an act of courage and bravery. As the marines
assaulted the American-held redoubt, they were
cut to pieces by musketry; the regimental standard
bearer fell and ensign George distinguished himself
by seizing the colours, advancing at the head of
the charge. It was a bloody victory, made all the
more poignant by the fact that George’s father
was seriously wounded in the assault. Lord Percy,
deeply dismayed by his friend’s grievous wounds,
promised his aide-de-camp he would be a friend
and benefactor to his soon-thought-to-be orphaned
son. Georges’ father survived, but the patronage
bestowed on him was an important turning point for
young George Johnston. He was to draw on Lord
Percy’s friendship throughout his lifetime, even in his
darkest days some thirty years
hence when he faced court
martial on the charge of treason.

In this first of a set of articles on George Johnston,
we begin by exploring the notion of Johnston as a
founder of, a ‘hero’, and saviour of the colony. As
we will see, this is very much how Johnston himself
wanted to be seen and remembered. In articles that
follow, we contest that image and investigate how
his enemies positioned him to be viewed as a ‘villain’
and ‘treasonous traitor’. In the final article of the series
we seek to ‘balance’ the accounts, and come to a
measured assessment of this fascinating figure.

George became a secondlieutenant in 1776, promoted
to first-lieutenant by 1778, then
spent the next couple of years
recruiting soldiers in England. In
1781 he sailed to India and saw
action in the Anglo-French War,
being severely wounded whilst
serving on the ship HMS Sultan.
He returned to England in 1785,
and shortly thereafter volunteered
to join the company of marines
that were being assembled to
Battle of Bunker Hill by Edward Percy Moran, 1909. Library
accompany the First Fleet and
of Congress, Washington, D.C.
establish the penal colony of New South
Wales. Johnston sailed to Australia on the
convict-transport,
The Lady Penrhyn. This was another
Johnston, The Soldier Hero
marker in George’s life. On board he met the love of
his life, Esther Abrahams.
A Distinguished Early Military Career
George Johnston was born on the 19th of March
1764 at Annandale Dumfriesshire, Scotland. His father
was Captain George Johnston, aide-de-camp to
the future Duke of Northumberland, Lord Percy.

The Romantic ‘Hero’
The convict ship The Lady Penrhyn was designated
as a female convict transport; it carried 101 of the
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First Fleet’s 182 female convicts together with a
laid claim to be the first gentleman to step ashore at
contingent of marines and their officers. Mid-voyage,
Port Jackson. Johnston too was part of the select few
the convict Esther Abrahams, a young jewish girl of
present at Sydney Cove when, on 26th of January
15 years old with a newborn child, was transferred to
1788, Phillip raised the Union Jack and proclaimed
The Lady Penrhyn. Esther was a milliner by trade and
the founding of the settlement. It was a memorable
had been sentenced to seven years transportation for moment for Johnston and something that was made
theft.
good use of twenty years to the day when (in 1808)
On board The Lady Penrhyn Esther came to the
patriotic nostalgic sentiment was employed to
attention of Johnston. Perhaps Johnston’s motivations
persuade Johnston to act to ‘save’ the colony from
were ones of gallantry and a desire to offer protection the ‘tyrant’ Governor Bligh.
to young Esther and child. Before the voyage was
Following the disembarkation of the convicts at
over, they had formed a de facto relationship as man
Sydney Cove, Johnston was appointed aide de camp
and wife.
to Governor Phillip. In this role George had carriage
The protection of Johnston was indeed a stroke
for implementing important initiatives of the governor.
of good fortune for Esther for, as his partner, she was
These included the capture of Arabanoo at Manly
spared both the worse of life below deck as a convict Beach in December 1788 (as part of Phillip’s policy
and, on arrival, the rampant rape that ensued ‘when
of acquiring knowledge of Aboriginal language and
the men convicts got to them (the women)’ upon
culture with a view to the two cultures, indigenous
disembarking at Sydney Cove on 6th of February
and European, mixing); exploration overland, north
1788.
of Manly (June 1789) and the discovery of the
Johnston formed a life-long bond with Esther who
Hawkesbury river; and an expedition to open up the
bore him 7 children and managed
Nepean region (December 1789). He
his affairs and landholdings during his
also rendered the colony service at
frequent absences from the colony.
Norfolk Island (1790) before returning
On the 22nd November 1814, under
to Sydney, promoted to Captainpressure from Governor Macquarie’s
Lieutenant and entrusted by Phillip with
drive to raise the standards of ‘morality
the responsibility of raising a company
and decorum’ in the colony, George
from the marines and locals to join the
and Esther regularised their union of 26
incoming NSW Corps who replaced the
years at St John’s Church Parramatta.
marines in 1790.
In 1823 George predeceased Esther.
Johnston’s career flourished. He
Esther was hugely affected by the
remained in the role of aide de camp
loss of her husband and the records
to the new governor (Hunter) when
Esther
Abrahams
in
1811,
show that she began to drink heavily.
Phillip departed the colony in 1792 due
SL. NSW
George had bequeathed the family
to ill health.
Johnston also took on the role as commanding
homestead in Annandale, Sydney, to
officer of the NSW Corps during the extensive
his wife for her natural life. However, in 1829, one of
absences of its substantive commandant, William
his sons sought to wrest the Annandale estate from
Paterson. By 1800 Johnston had achieved the
Esther’s control on the grounds that she was insane
honorary (brevet) rank of major and he, like many
and incapable of managing affairs. In the court
of the officers of the NSW Corps, benefitted from the
battle that followed Esther demonstrated her wit and
lavish largess extended to the officer class. Extensive
determination in defending the charges; nonetheless
the estate was put in the hands of trustees. Esther died land grants, generous convict assignment and the
ill-regulated trade in spirits, was the foundation of the
in 1846 and was buried next to her husband in the
NSW ‘Rum’ Corps’ emerging political, economic and
family mausoleum on the Annandale grounds.
social ascendancy over the colony in the last decade
of the 18th century. Johnston enjoyed the benefits of
A Founding Father of the Colony
the Rum Corps’ dominion and, by 1800, was amongst
Phillip’s assessment of Botany Bay as unsuitable for
the top ten wealthiest men in the colony.
the establishment of the settlement, together with
Johnston had received his first land grants in 1793
the alarm caused by the arrival of the French (La
and 1794 in an area that was to become the innerPerouse’s scientific expedition), saw the decision to
Sydney suburb of Annandale (so named after the
establish the penal settlement further north at Port
Jackson. Johnston was part of the advance party that homestead he built there in 1799). Within five years
he had expanded his grazing and farmland holdings
made the preliminary assessment of the harbour and
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here from 57 to 190 hectares and was also dabbling
in the rum trade as a basis for increasing his private
fortune. This latter activity threatened to upset his
career when, following the fresh resolve of the British
government to stamp out the rum trade, he fell foul of
the new regulations and, in 1800, was sent to England
to face court martial for illegal trade in spirits. Fortune
(and influence in high places) worked in Johnston’s
favour, and he returned to the colony without facing

trial in 1801. However, the colony he returned to
had changed. Revolutionary fervour was brewing
amongst the convict classes thanks to the arrival
in the colony of large numbers of political prisoners
from Ireland’s failed 1798 rebellion. Yet this trouble
proved to be the opportunity for Johnston’s return to
grace and high esteem; it sets the scene for ‘Part 2’
of this article on ‘Johnston, The Soldier Hero’.

Part 2:
The Battle of Vinegar (Castle) Hill, 1804 Johnston, The Soldier Hero.
Johnston’s crowning military achievement was
undoubtedly his instrumental role in vanquishing the
convict uprising at Castle Hill in March of 1804. An
analysis of his conduct on this occasion shows him at
his military best when his troops prevailed over a rebel
force ten times their number. His victory earned him
the gratitude of the administration and the acclaim of
the colony as its ‘hero’ and saviour.

The insurrectionists’s plans were to arm themselves,
concentrate their forces, and then march to the
Hawkesbury district where they hoped to swell their
numbers to over a thousand. Then, with two thirds of
the colony’s firearms in their possession, advance on
Parramatta and Sydney.

Decisive Action

News of the rebellion reached Governor King at
The Irish Menace
11:30 pm and he did not hesitate to act. Alarms
1799 saw the arrival in the colony of the first
were sounded, artillery was called out and the local
convict transports bringing Irish political prisoners
militia summoned. The NSW Corps was mobilised.
from the failed 1798 United
The defence of Sydney Town was
Irishmen uprising. These hardened
further bolstered with the arming
revolutionaries sought every
of 140 crew members of the HMS
opportunity to regain their
Calcutta, then moored in Sydney
personal liberty and return to
Harbour. King marched the Corps
Ireland and win their country’s
westwards along Parramatta Road
freedom from English rule. In
to George Johnston’s homestead
the years that followed, the
at Annandale. At around 1.30 am
colony was gripped by gossip,
Johnston took charge of the Corps
rumour and intrigue concerning
and marched after the governor
the prospect of an Irish convict
who had hurried on ahead to
Convict Uprising at Castle Hill, 1804
uprising. Between 1800 and 1803 (Watercolour, Artist unknown.
organise the defence of Parramatta.
upwards of half a dozen plots of National Library of Australia).
Johnston acted decisively. In a
insurrection were uncovered by
night-long, gruelling forced march,
the authorities; each brutally repressed by use of the
George and his troops covered twenty kilometres,
lash, hard labour and exile to places of secondary or
arriving at Parramatta at 5.30 am on March 6th. With
further punishment.
barely time to rest his tired men, Johnston pushed
onto Government House. Here he conferred with
Rebellion
King. The governor declared martial law, and gave
In spite of the government’s
Johnston orders to use deadly force to defend the
efforts, the much anticipated revolt of the Irish
colony and put down the insurrection.
erupted late on the evening of March 5th, 1804.
Initial intelligence suggested that the rebels
Led by United Irishmen Phillip Cunningham and
numbered around 500 and had split into two groups
William Johnson, more than 200 convicts broke free
during the night - one near Toongabbie, the other at
from the government farm at Castle Hill and seized
Castle Hill. Johnston set out to locate the rebel forces,
weapons and firearms from the surrounding areas.
pin them to prevent them uniting and, if possible,
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bring one, then the other, to battle and destroy it.
Against a force of 500, Johnston had a paltry 56
soldiers of the NSW Corps and dubious quality local
‘loyal’ militia at his disposal.
Johnston divided his forces equally. One group,
under the command of Lieutenant Davies went
north to Castle Hill; Johnston led the other westward
towards the reported location of the main rebel
camp. At Toongabbie, Johnston found the rebels had
moved north. A further pursuit of 16 kilometres brought
the rebel forces within a kilometre and a half, but
also served to swell Johnston’s militia numbers to 67.
However Johnston’s men were exhausted; a twelve
hour march and the intense heat of the day had
taken their toll. In this lethal game of cat and mouse,
they could not keep pace with the moving rebels.

terms be further discussed, promising that he would
return shortly, with Father Dixon, to hear their reply.
Johnston retired to his force and urged them to
hurry before returning to the rebels with Father Dixon
and Trooper Anlezark. The state of play was changing
rapidly. The rebels were now forming a battle line on
the hill. Yet, naively, the rebel leaders came forward
once again on Johnston’s reappearance. Dixon
launched into a lengthy speech on the benefits of
accepting terms and avoiding bloodshed. Meantime
the government forces crept closer. Finally Major
Johnston asked the rebel leaders what their final
position was. Cunningham famously replied, ‘Death
or Liberty’.
Johnston’s timing was perfect. At this very moment
his troops marched into view. Capitalising on the
element of surprise Johnston put a pistol, hitherto
concealed in his sash, to Cunningham’s head
proclaiming he would ‘blow his soul to hell’. Anlezark
followed suit and together they captured the rebel
leaders. In the ensuing confusion, the NSW Corps,
and supporting militia,
opened fire.

Cunning, Guile & Guts

The situation called for a change of tactic. Johnston
sent his mounted trooper, Anlezark, ahead to parley
with the rebels in the hope that
this would buy him enough time
to bring up his main force. The
rebels failed to take the bait;
Anlezark returned unsuccessful,
with his pistols emptied of their
flints. Undeterred, Johnston tried
a new tack. He sent out the Irish
Catholic Priest, Father Dixon, in
the hope that the rebels would
listen to ’one of their own’; Dixon
too was ignored and returned
unharmed. In a stunning display of
guts, Johnston took it upon himself
to ride into the belly of the beast Detail - Johnston takes Cunningham prisoner,
to negotiate; Anlezark joined him Convict Uprising at Castle Hill. http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-

The Battle

The battle was a pitiful
affair. Leaderless, poorly
trained, with limited
ammunition and improvised
weaponry, the rebels were
no match for the NSW
Corps. Within 15 minutes
it was over; 20 rebels lay
dead, three times that
number wounded or
captured. Remarkably,
the NSW Corps and militia
emerged from the affray
casualty-free. A three-day long pursuit of fleeing
rebels commenced during which many dubious
acts were committed. Yet Johnston, at the moment
of victory, showed restraint and prevented (at pistol
point) his men from slaughtering the vanquished
rebels taken on the field of battle.
The Battle of Vinegar (Castle) Hill was Johnston’s
finest hour; he had saved the colony, defeated
a force ten times his size without loss and had
demonstrated his outstanding personal bravery and
considerable military and strategic nous. He was
certainly proud of his achievement; in the aftermath
of the battle he wrote triumphantly to Colonel
Paterson and Governor King suggesting that the
fighting spirit and military technique displayed by his
men should be put to use fighting the Spanish Empire

135226428

indicating that he was prepared to
‘go to hell’ with his commander.
It was 11am. Johnston rode within pistol shot range
of the rebel force protected only by his handkerchief
as a ‘white flag of truce’. He refused the rebel offer
to move into the centre of their group to parley and
instead kept the initiative by casting aspersions of
cowardice on the rebel leaders for not revealing
themselves and coming out to talk. This was a high
risk strategy; Anlezark and Johnston fully expected to
be ‘riddled’ at any moment by enemy shot. Yet the
stratagem worked, and Johnston managed to lure
from the crowd the rebel leaders Philip Cunningham
and William Johnson. George Johnston spoke, cajoled
and persuaded; every word buying him time to bring
his troops into play. Major Johnston, playing for even
more time, left the rebel group asking that the offered
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and the French!
Accolades and generous land grants from a
relieved and grateful governor followed. Life soon
returned to normal for Johnston; he spent time
accumulating wealth and serving the colony. Four
years on however, history appeared to be about
to repeat itself with Johnston once more called
to centre stage to ‘save’ the colony. This time the
enemy was not Irish rebels but the ‘tyrant’ Governor
Bligh, an account of which forms the subject of ‘Part
3 Johnston: Hero or Villain?’

meaningful way. Nonetheless, Johnston made much
of Bligh’s chequered reputation as commander who
had been the subject of multiple mutinous acts (most
notably that of The Bounty). By comparison, Johnston
pointed to his unblemished military career and that his
conduct had never been the cause of complaint or
had made him the object of mutinous intent.
Johnston claimed that Bligh had attacked the
sanctity of private property (in particular, the
resumption of government leaseholds in Sydney and
the destruction, at the governor’s orders, of peoples’
homes thereon). He also alluded to maladministration
and asserted that Bligh had advantaged himself by
appropriating private and government property (the
former being Captain Kent’s Bull, the latter being
convict labour and government supplies for use on
Tyrant Slayer, 1808: Johnston,
Bligh’s farm ‘Blighton’).
The Soldier Hero.
Johnston also pointed to Bligh’s meddling in the
January 26, 1808 - George Johnston, though
conduct of the colony’s courts of justice. In particular
grievously injured in a carriage accident of only days
his jurisprudence was questioned because of his
before, is roused from his sickbed by the anxious
reliance on two ‘disreputable’ legal figures (Judgecitizenry of Sydney. He
Advocate Atkins
is asked to once again
and George
‘save’ the colony; but
Crossley). The
this time the threat was
advice of Atkins saw
not a convict rebellion,
Mr John Macarthur
but the tyranny of
(formerly Captain
Governor William Bligh.
of the NSW Corps)
This tyranny - so extreme
charged with the
that it imperiled the
capital offence of
life, property and liberty
sedition because
of the King’s subjects
Macarthur had
- obliged the officer
resisted arrest over
commanding the
The Parramatta
NSW Corps to do the
schooner affair.The
unthinkable, and depose
Macarthur matters
‘The Arrest of Governor Bligh’, Watercolour, 1808, artist
the King’s lawfully
escalated.
They became
unknown (SLNSW).
constituted government.
an immediate trigger for
Commissioned by one of Bligh’s enemies, Sergeant
Such was the picture
the rebellion when, on
Thomas Whittle of NSW Corps.
painted by George Johnston
January 25th, the panel
at his 1811 court-martial trial in
of six prominent NSW Corps Officer magistrates, set
London for his part in the ‘Rum Rebellion’ - the armed
to try Macarthur were threatened - on Bligh’s orders coup that overthrew the administration of Governor
with arrest. This was because they had defied Bligh’s
Bligh. In this article we will outline, without judgement
direction to disband the trial of Macarthur after Atkin’s
or critique, the explanation that Johnston himself used departure from the bench. Bligh was concerned that,
to justify his fateful, and mutinous, actions of 1808.
in Atkin’s absence, the charges against Macarthur
would be dismissed as all of the remaining magistrates
Bligh, the Tyrant
on the case were partial to John Macarthur as
Although Johnston was on trial, his line of
business associates and former fellow-officers of the
defence - that his actions were necessitated by
NSW Corps. Bligh was now positioned to break the
the misgovernment of Bligh - effectively put Bligh
final bastion of the NSW Corps dominance - their
on trial too. Whilst Johnston promised to present
control of the courts.
‘overwhelming’ evidence of Bligh’s misconduct,
Macarthur and the officers of the NSW Corps much of this failed to be substantiated in any
faced with the likelihood of arrest, shared grievances

Part 3:
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and concerns about the governor’s growing authority
at the expense of theirs - now found common cause
to arrest Bligh, before Bligh arrested them.

assembled under arms in the parade ground.

Saviour of the Colony; Saviour of Bligh
In his court-martial defence, Johnston makes much
of the hysteria of a growing mob as a key factor
in his decision to usurp the Governor’s authority.
Johnston claims he was approached by civilians who
assured him that if he did not arrest the Governor,
there would be insurrection and massacre. Thus, in
arresting Bligh, Johnston argued he was acting on a
higher duty to protect the vice-regal from the mob,
avert bloodshed and prevent the destruction and
dissolution of the colony at the hands of the rioters.
Consistent with this narrative, Johnston presents his
march at the head of the NSW Corps on Government
House on the evening of 26th of January, as a sober,
sombre and decorous affair. On arrival he drew his
men up in line so as to prevent the angry crowd
storming the Governor's residence. It took two hours
to locate Bligh. When brought before Johnston, Bligh
was ‘gently’ relieved of his command. Johnston
testified that a shaken and much-relieved Bligh
earnestly thanked him for the ‘handsome’ manner
with which he had executed the will of the people
and protected his person from the wrath of the mob.

Johnston, the Impartial Player
In these judicial and political machinations,
Johnston claimed to be a distanced, disinterested
and impartial player. He asserted that he had no
particular association with the former paymaster
of the NSW Corps (John Macarthur) nor was he
involved in the trial of Macarthur set down for the
25th of January, having been confined to his sickbed
following a serious carriage accident on the 24th of
January.
Indeed, Johnston could claim to be a dutiful
servant of Bligh, having even taken the role of ‘chief
mourner’ at the funeral of Bligh’s son in-law (and aide
de camp) Lieutenant Putland only weeks before the
rebellion.

Decisive Action
However Johnston was well-aware that trouble was
brewing; late on January 25th he received Bligh’s
urgent message to attend Government House to
review the Macarthur trial impasse but, on doctor’s
advice, he did not attend on the grounds that he
was ‘dangerously ill’.
The next day - January 26th and the 20th
anniversary of the foundation of the colony
- Bligh ordered the re-arrest of Macarthur. He
also dispatched orders for the rebellious officermagistrates to present themselves to him on the
morning of the 27th. Rumours ran rife through Sydney
Town with speculation that Macarthur’s life was in
danger and the liberty of the officers was under
threat.
Meanwhile at Annandale, Johnston received letters
from Bligh updating him (as the commanding officer
of the NSW Corps) on the ‘treasonable’ behaviour of
his officers. Johnston made a miraculous recovery,
rose from his sickbed and headed for Sydney, assisted
by his family. However, he did not go to Government
House, but instead met officers of the NSW Corps
at Ultimo at 4 pm. Here he was persuaded to free
Macarthur and act against Bligh. By 5 pm Johnston
was at the Corps Barracks where he was further
petitioned by other disgruntled officers, leading
merchants and Macarthur himself to take the title
and authority of ‘Lieutenant - Governor’ and depose
‘the tyrant’ Bligh.
The pressure to act was heightened by throngs
of civilians and soldiers in a highly agitated state.
Regimental drums were beat, and the Corps

Bligh, the Coward
The even-handed tone of Johnston’s justification
of his actions has a sting in its tail designed to utterly
discredit Bligh.
Johnston
accused Bligh
of cowardice
asserting that
the Governor
brought
disgrace upon
his King and his
service by being
found hiding
The Petition to Johnston 26 January under a bed to
1808 by officers and settlers for him escape capture
to remove Goverrnor Bligh.
by the NSW
(Mitchel Library (SLNSW)
Corps. Bligh’s
cowardice is
compelling proof that he was utterly unworthy of the
high office from which Johnston duly and dutifully
removed him.

Friends in High Places
Regardless of how well Johnston portrayed his
actions as righteous and principled, it could not
disguise the fact that he was in dire danger of
conviction of a capital offence. However, old friends
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in high places - in particular his patron the Duke
of Northumberland - played an important role in
mediating Johnston’s fate.
Whilst Johnston was duly found guilty of mutiny, his
sentence was mild considering the alternative. He

there were certain grounds upon which a monarch
could be justly overthrown, a notion that was at the
heart of the French Revolution and its wars against
which Britain had been fighting for nigh on twentyyears.
Johnston was made an example of; his sentence
was read to each and every regiment in the British
Empire. His humiliation and fall from grace was
complete.

Return to NSW in Disgrace
Johnston was bitterly disappointed at the result
of his trial and the loss of income and the personal
dishonour incurred. He stayed on in London for a
time in the hope that his patron Northumberland
might persuade the Prince Regent to reinstate him
as an officer. Johnston’s appeal to the Regent was
coolly returned unopened. Personally crushed and
in financial straits, Johnston borrowed heavily from
Macarthur in order to buy goods that could be sold
for a handsome profit on his return to NSW in order to
pay off his creditors. However, thereafter relations with
Macarthur were strained. Johnston felt that he had
been poorly supported by Macarthur and ill-used by
others for their personal gain in the tumultuous events
of 1808.
Johnston’s sole source of comfort was that his
relationship with Northumberland remained as
strong as ever. On departure, the Duke gifted him an
engraved ornate silver cup as a mark of ‘esteem and
remembrance’. It was a trophy of sorts - but not for a
victor.
Johnston, now an ordinary citizen, retired from
public life on his return to NSW in 1813. His old friend,
(now Governor) Lachlan Macquarie, with whom he
had served in the American War of Independence,
treated him with reserve, caution and distance.
Johnston used his time away from public life to pursue
farming and grazing cattle, but he was bitter and
disappointed at the personal price he had paid to
support others in the Rum Rebellion.
It was some years before Johnston once more
graced the governor’s table and could enter public
life in any official capacity. George’s adult children
did not share his status as a social pariah and were
bestowed offices and land grants from Macquarie.
Tragedy befell Johnston with the premature death
of his eldest son in 1820; the circumstances saw
Johnston invited back to the governor’s table.
However Johnston’s health was failing and, in 1823,
still embittered by the consequences of the Rum
Rebellion, he died. He was buried on the family
estate at Annandale.

Watercolour by Dighton (SLNSW) 1810;
commissioned by Johnston at the time of his
court-martial to accentuate his standing as an
exemplary military officer.
was cashiered and drummed out of the regiment in
disgrace. This was an enormous blow to Johnston’s
status and finances. Just as the Rum Rebellion had
been unfolding, he had been promoted to Brevet
Lt- Colonel and his commission in the army alone was
valued at 1500 pounds.
The seriousness of the Rum Rebellion should not be
understated. Whereas Johnston had hoped his mutiny
in a far-off land during the height of the Napoleonic
Wars in Europe might escape attention in England, the
reverse was true.

The Regent Intervenes
The Prince Regent himself took personal interest
in the trial and its outcome. The ‘Rum Rebellion’
was seen as a dangerous precedent against the
absolute, God-given authority of the monarchy.
Johnston’s argument that he had acted on the will of
the people against misgovernment could never be
countenanced. That kind of thinking proposed that
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When he pulled a concealed pistol on Cunningham
and took him prisoner, Johnston apologists would
insist that the terms of truce only applied between
gentlemen and that Cunningham’s rejection
of Johnston’s terms and declaration of ‘Death
or liberty’ marked the end of the truce and the
commencement of hostilities.
However, the entirety of the negotiations with the
rebels was done in bad faith - Johnston’s word, and
truce - were empty gestures designed to deceive the
insurgents in order to buy him time for him to execute
his real intentions of bringing the rebels to battle when
his forces were ready.
Although Johnston is to be given credit for
preventing the immediate massacre on the field
of battle of rebel prisoners, he is culpable for
countenancing (under the rule of martial law) the
execution of one in three of the rebels, an atrocity
that never eventuated thanks to the intervention of
Governor King.
However, Johnston must bear responsibility for
the summary execution (without trial) of wounded
rebel leader Cunningham, who was strung up
in the Government Storehouse in Windsor. The
circumstances, and approach to the Irish, on this
occasion was to be repeated a hundred and twelve
years later in Ireland with the execution of James
Connolly after the failed 1916 Easter Uprising - with
dire consequences for British rule in that country.
An understanding of Johnston’s behaviour is to be
found in the English attitude to the Irish ‘croppies’.
This was one of fear, racism and loathing - a
sentiment captured in the tone of the water colour
painting celebrating the
English victory at Castle
Hill. The degrading and
dehumanising terms ‘Scoundrel’, ‘croppy-boy’
‘dog’, ‘deluded’ - used by
Johnston and others towards
the Irish in this painting reflect
the prevailing ruling class
attitudes of the time.
Yet, in day to day dealings,
Johnston concealed his real
feelings towards the Irish.
Prominent United Irishman,
Joseph Holt, remarked that Johnston was ‘much the
gentleman’ and ‘honourable’ in his dealings with
convicts and the Irish.

The Duke of
Northumberland’s
Cup. Presented
to Johnston by his
patron after his
trial. (Sydney Living
Museums, Vaucluse
House)

Part 4:
Johnston, The Villain
The first three articles on George Johnston have
presented a pro-Johnston perspective of this
prominent colonial figure. The purpose of this final
article is to contest Johnston’s projection of himself
as a ‘soldier hero’ and ‘saviour’ of the colony by
exploring aspects of his conduct in 1804 and 1808 that
show him in a different light.

Castle Hill 1804: Deceit & Deception
Johnston’s greatest success - the suppression of the
Castle Hill uprising - was a function of his capacity to
deceive others. Johnston did not honour the terms of
the flag of truce.

Closeup, Convict Uprising at Castle Hill, 1804
(Watercolour, Artist unknown, NLA). The demeaning
of the Irish extends to mockery of their accent: ‘Oh
Jasus’, and ‘all ruin’d’.
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countenanced.
Johnston understood the complex situation in
which he found himself. He took a convenient ‘out’
from his dilemma offered to him by the injuries he
incurred in the carriage accident on his return home
from the conspiratorial regimental dinner on the night
of January 24th. On the 25th of January he used the
pretext of ‘life threatening’ injuries to absent himself
from the growing political crisis. However his fellow
conspirators would not let him off so easily; they
dragged an unwilling Johnston from his sickbed to
play his part in leading the rebellion on January 26th.

Johnston, 1808: The Partial Player
Johnston’s claim to be an impartial player in
the events of the Rum Rebellion beggars belief.
It is evident that he did not directly seek power
for himself when he usurped Bligh. After the coup
Johnston quickly divested himself of the position of
Lieutenant-Governor and left Macarthur, as Colonial
Secretary, to exercise real power during the Rum
Corps interregnum. However, his class interests, as
both an officer and significant landholder,
aligned him with those of Macarthur and the Rum
Corps Officer ascendency that the overthrow of
Bligh was designed to protect.
In the lead up to the events of 1808 Johnston
attempted to straddle his conflicting interests as a
servant of the crown, an officer loyal to his regiment
and a prominent businessman/farmer by being all

The Rum Rebellion: A Failure of
Judgement
The pressure on Johnston to act against Bligh on
the evening of January 26th was enormous. His fellow
officers drew on the deep well of emotional ties to his

‘Uprising’ a painting by Raymond Lindsay (1928). History has been generous to Johnston, choosing to see the Rum
Rebellion a triumph over tyranny.
regimental family and his brother officers to persuade
him. Macarthur - compelling, ruthless and dangerous
to cross - was brought into play, and considerable
credence must be given to Johnston’s own assertion
concerning the ugly mood of the mob (citizens and
soldiers) who, having been whipped into a frenzy by
booze, rumour and innuendo, were ready to take
matters into their own hands.
There may have been other factors influencing
Johnston too. The situation he found himself bore
resemblance to the circumstances of the 1804
Castle Hill uprising; Johnston in 1808, just as in 1804,
was called upon to be the ‘saviour of the colony’.
Perhaps the feting, accolades, soldierly pride and
esteem earned with his success of 1804, might be
repeated in 1808 with the overthrow of the tyrant

things to all factions.
To Bligh he gave the appearances of being a
dependable servant; as a magistrate he did not
raise objections to the escalating legal proceedings
against Macarthur; he was chief mourner at
Bligh’s son-in-law’s funeral and he received Bligh’s
correspondence in the critical days leading to the
rebellion.
To his fellow officers, he indicated that he was ‘with
them’. Johnston was privy to the machinations of
the Rum Corps that had, for months, been going
on behind the Governor’s back. This included his
attendance on the 24th of January at NSW Officer
Corps dinner where plans were made on how to
get Macarthur off the charges of sedition, and
the decision to overthrow Bligh in a coup, was
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Bligh? Or perhaps there is some validity to be given to
the notion that Johnston’s recent injuries had addled
his judgement?
Whatever his true reasons for acting in the manner
that he did, it is clear that regimental loyalty and
officer-class solidarity trumped this duty to his King to
protect the vice-regal from sedition and insurrection.

The Rum Rebellion: A Failure of
Command
Yet another factor may have played on Johnston’s
mind; that of the need to maintain order and control
of his troops. In 1804 he came close to losing control
of his blood-frenzied men on the battlefield of Castle
Hill, and only wrought back command by turning his
pistol on his own troops. In the deteriorating situation
on the evening of January 26th, Johnston may have
doubted his capacity to countermand his troops,
who had already been set loose on a drunken
trajectory of rebellion.
Johnston’s march on Government House at the
head of the Corps was a despicable affair. In spite of
the show of drum, fife and flying colours, the assault
was without honour. The cannons had been disabled
the day before and the guard had abandoned their
governor. A solitary figure - that of Bligh’s 23 year old
daughter - Mary Putland, stood between the NSW
Corps and their object. With a liberal spray of insult
and an animated use of her parasol, she quailed the
bayonet-bristling Corps into inaction until such time as
she was physically removed from the scene.

Following the arrest of Bligh, an alcohol-fuelled
‘riotous dissipation’ ensued for five days. In the
streets effigies of the Governor were burnt. In these
‘Robespierrean’ scenes of ‘wild extravagance’, the
soldiery of the NSW Corps took a leading part.

Court Martial, 1811: Unreliable
Testimony
Eighty years ago Evatt’s forensic analysis proved
Johnston’s court-martial testimony to be unreliable
and overturned the charge of ‘cowardice’ leveled
at Bligh. It is noted here that Johnston’s assertion that
he, unlike Bligh, had never been the subject of, or
the cause of, mutinous intent is also false. Johnston
had his own mutinous disputes with Governor King
and his commanding officer Colonel Paterson, the
latter of which saw Johnston placed under arrest
for disobedience to orders and sent to England for
court-martial in 1800.

Balancing Judgement
Figures of history are rarely ‘black or white’. So too
with Johnston. His error of judgement in supporting
the Rum Rebellion casts a long shadow over his
considerable achievements and merits as a soldier,
farmer, loving father and husband. Perhaps it is best
to acknowledge that we all have faults and that, in
all of us, there is both the capacity for the ‘heroic’
and the ‘villainous’. Fortunately, few of us are ever
placed in situations where we are shown to be one
or the other.
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